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29 December 2017

1211 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10036
Greetings; Just some final thoughts about those we abandoned………………….
…………..and I won’t pester you anymore. (February billboard in Allston at bottom.)
To: Jesse Watters, Kimberly Guilfoyle, Greg Gutfeld, Dana Perino, Juan Williams

America is dead.
In 1973 Evil agents petitioned for relief from the Law.
The Judeo-Christian foundation of America was profoundly challenged!
Evil was granted a diabolical verdict, winning relief from the Law!
The sanctity of the womb was destroyed!
God-given Freedom to be born, destroyed!
The agents of Evil were ecstatic!
(If the freedom to be born could be destroyed, freedom itself could be destroyed!)
America was profoundly and gravely wounded.
In truth, “fundamental transformation” was set in motion.
America’s greatest National Treasure would be decimated!
America’s Liberty Bell began to sound a death knell!
The citizens were silent.
The agents of Evil, seeing silence were emboldened.
All things sacred could be destroyed, like the sanctity of the womb.
They invaded higher education with an agenda.
Producing educators who invaded the public schools.
Religion, traditional families, American heritage were all enemies.
America’s greatest National Treasure was being decimated!
The citizens were silent.
The agents of Evil promoted, pursued and established a State religion!
They were successful with the euphemism called “Political Correctness.”
“In God We Trust” no longer. Judeo-Christian no longer.
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
Moral politicians became “politically correct” politicians.
Militant pulpits became “politically correct” pulpits.
“Church” and “State” became complicit with Evil.
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
The agents of Evil “came out” and demanded and received relief from the Law.
They invaded the classrooms of defenseless children!
No proverbial “millstone for their necks.”
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.

The agents of Evil vehemently proclaimed “Equality!”
Demanding “marriage” by “Church” and “State.”
Gaining victories through “politically correct” verdicts.
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
2008: The “unyielding” supporter of the agents of Evil in 1973 campaigned!
The God-given freedom to be born remained meaningless!
Pledging to “fundamentally transform” America was also meaningless.
The “unyielding” supporter of the agents of Evil became Commander and Chief!
“Fundamental transformation” initiated in 1973 was put on the “fast track.”
((If the freedom to be born could be destroyed, freedom itself could be destroyed!))
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
The agents of Evil compiled 2700 pages of “health care” for America.
The “Church” was aghast when the “State” mandated co-operation!
Militant “politically correct” politicians versus milquetoast “politically correct” pulpits!
Adamant about “Freedom to worship” they had ignored “Freedom to be born.”
Complicit with Evil, they overlooked a fundamental truth!
Without a birth, Freedom is meaningless!
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
2012: The “unyielding” supporter of the agents of Evil in 1973 campaigned again!
The God-given freedom to be born remained “unyieldingly” meaningless!
“Fundamentally transforming” America was beginning to have greater clarity.
Clearly, the Judeo-Christian foundation of America was under duress.
The Constitution was being supported or not for political advantage.
America’s Laws were being supported or not for political advantage.
The “unyielding” supporter of the agents of Evil remained Commander and Chief!
((If the freedom to be born could be destroyed, freedom truly could be destroyed!))
America’s greatest National Treasure continued to be decimated!
The citizens were silent.
21 January 2013
The “unyielding” supporter of the agents of Evil was re-confirmed as Commander and Chief!
America’s greatest National Treasure will continue to be decimated!
The citizens remain silent.
22 January 2013
Forty Years and 56,000,000 Unique Individuals denied their God-given freedom to enter America!
Citizens, very much alive at every moment before their birth, abandoned their defenseless brethren!
America’s greatest National Treasure, her sustenance, her life’s blood, mercilessly destroyed!
And the citizens remain silent because America has died!
America’s death knell could not penetrate a soul that became as hard as stone.

The Liberty Bell is finally silenced, the nation succumbs.
“Fundamental transformation” complete.
The agents of Evil; victorious.
Freedom destroyed.

America is dead.
God, waiting patiently for forty years, is surely tired of waiting?
Rejecting God for the agents of Evil, we will get everything we truly deserve.
Church and State, little difference 2700 years later.
Isaiah, the prophet, keeps on giving.
Isaiah 1: 15 "When you lift your hands in prayer, I will not look at you. No matter how much you pray,
I will not listen, for your hands are covered with blood." Isaiah 3: 4 "
The Lord will let the people be governed by immature boys."
"In God we Trust" rejected then, rejected now!
"LAW" which denies the Unborn their sacred right of "protected passage" before birth;
has made a mockery of any claim that it intends to protect the rest of us after birth.
A government which legalizes and promotes evil has no good intentions!
Frank K. Porter Jr. (2013)

January 2017

Donald Trump became Commander in Chief

It appears that the immature found this turn of events impossible to accept,
as it is a frightening, unacceptable threat to their powerful “Alliance”!
(The Abortionist-Democrat-Alliance)
2018 Perhaps God has waited long enough for the world to repent.
Certainly, America has had more than 60 million chances.
The world has had over a billion, also not taken.
Perhaps God has finally intervened.
Biblical Armageddon, soon?
Paying attention?
Middle East!
www.numberofabortions.com
https://medium.com/war-is-boring/there-was-a-time-when-the-pentagon-fearedisraels-nukes-2d85d7fae774

https://www.washingtontimes.com/topics/eleanor-mccullen/

Freedom
The freedom to be born trumps all other freedoms! Denied a birth, the God given entry
to America, all rights are lost permanently. The Democrats have used Unborn Americans
as political pawns and the denial of freedom that it truly represents was never lost on
them. Their ascendance in the 37 years since Roe versus Wade has finally awakened the
citizens to their true agenda and it has nothing to do with freedom. Politicians who refuse
to defend the defenseless will not defend the rest of us. Freedom for us was lost in 1973
when we acquiesced and accepted the decision of seven judges which destroyed the God
given freedom of those we created!
Today’s resurgence of patriotism in the manifestation of the Tea Party is the result of
unmasking the Democrats for their true objective. The people’s freedom is far from their
mind when power is their main pursuit. This has always been true, but the recent
machinations of the Democrats caused a reaction finally which remains to be played out
for a conclusion. The 2010 elections are a precursor to the 2012 elections, both of which
will confirm or deny the Democrats death grip on America.
What if anything is likely to improve for unborn Americans? Absolutely nothing! So why
should any freedom loving American expect anything to change for the rest of us. The
Democrats and their “I will not yield” leader will not abandon their political pawns (the
unborn) and embrace “pro-life” unless they saw some political advantage. The
Republicans (on the advice of Haley Barber) are also unlikely to make the Unborn their
campaign issue. Independents will bask in the luxury of not having to address the issue
for political survival.
Political survival is more important than Unborn Americans survival. The root cause of
America’s decline toward despair is the erosion of freedom and the allowed ascendance
of evil. Democrats of all stripes are abortionists. Clergy who identify with pro-choice
Democrats are co-conspirators, equally culpable. A Democrat politician who claims to be
“pro-life” is being politically disingenuous in hopes that the voter will overlook his
affiliation with his party’s evil platform. Equally disingenuous is the Republican politician
who claims to be “pro-choice” but is really a RINO and a Democrat surrogate. Abortionists
are the favored instrument of the “pro-choice” politician and a lucrative source of
financial and political support!
So, freedom for Unborn Americans and release from the deadly sentence of 1973 will not
be affected in 2010 or 2012. Do not expect a release from the grip of evil that is currently
accelerating America toward its terminal end. The root cause of our failure, a failure to
love life, continues to be our failure. Failing to love life is a fatal failure of freedom and
the most ominous observation of America’s culture today. The freedom to be born
trumps all other freedoms!

2010……………2018…………………Roe v. Wade still stands!!
Frank K. Porter Jr.

